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My Background 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Professor on Systems Engineering and Automatic Control 
• Research on perception and environment understanding in robotics  
• One book and more than 60 papers co-authored 
• +200 papers reviewed for journals and conferences 
• +80 papers handled as Associate Editor of the IEEE Transactions 

on Robotics, IROS, RSS, obtaining reviews and writing 
recommendations for their publication or rejection 

• This presentation reflects my own experience and opinions  
 

Acknowledgement 
• Thanks to José Neira, Javier Mínguez, Diego Gutiérrez, Eduardo 

Mena and Javier Campos  for their suggestions and comments on 
this presentation. 
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Publish or Perish 
Part I: Why, When, Where, How much? 
1. Why Publish? 
2. When Publish? 
3. Where Publish? 

• Journal and Conference Rankings. Impact Factor. 
4. How much? 

• Quantity, Quality, Impact 
• Country and Institution Rankings 

5. Useful tools  
• ISI web, Google Scholar, PoP, SCImago,... 

Part II: How? 
1. The publishing process 
2. How to write a paper? 
3. How to write a review? 
4. How to write a rebuttal? 
5. Ethical Issues  

• Authorship, Plagiarism, Salami slicing, Conflicts of interest,... 
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Publish or Perish  
Part I: Why, When, Where, How much? 

 
1. Why Publish? 
2. When Publish? 
3. Where Publish? 

• Journal and Conference Rankings. Impact Factor. 
4. How much? 

• Quantity, Quality, Impact 
• Country and Institution Rankings 

5. Useful tools  
• ISI web, Google Scholar, PoP, SCImago,... 
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1. Why Publish? 
1. To contribute to the advance of knowledge 

• Publish = make public the results of your research 
• Other researchers can build on it 
 “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of 

giants”,  Isaac Newton (1676), but the phrase is first attributed 
to Bernard de Chartres (XII century) 

2. To be recognized as the author of an idea 
• Gauss is credited with developing least-squares analysis in 

1795, but Legendre was the first to publish the method in 1805 

3. To improve your CV 
• “Publish or perish” refers to the pressure to publish work 

constantly to further or sustain a career in academia.  
See Wikipedia: Publish or Perish 

• OK, but never forget reason #1 
• Avoid “salami slicing” and other misconducts (see part II) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Publish_or_perish
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Reasons for not publishing 
Good reason 
• To patent the idea 

– OK, but first patent, and then publish 

Bad reasons 
• The idea is still not perfect 

– Don’t worry, nothing is perfect 
– If it’s solid enough, publish it. 
– Others will use it and improve it 

• They will not accept it 
– The only absolutely necessary condition is submitting it 

• Nobody will read it 
– Learn how to improve your chances (see this and next talk) 
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2. When Publish? 
• As soon as possible 

– When you have a novel idea, method or result,... 
– you can claim some advantages over previous results,... 
– and you have enough evidence to support your claims. 

• What’s enough evidence? 
– A formal proof, for a theoretical result 
– Experimental results, for a new algorithm or method 

» Mandatory in mature problems, and in some fields: computer 
vision, graphics,... 

» If there are standard datasets or benchmarks, use them 
– Simulations can be enough for young problems 

» In any case, they are useful to analyze the properties of an 
algorithm: running time, scalability, degradation with noise,... 
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3. Where Publish? 
• Conference or Journal? 

– First, Conference  
» Quick and broad dissemination (in ~6 months) 
» Get feedback from colleagues 
»  in Spain very small value for your CV 
»  may be very expensive 

– Then, Journal 
» More details, results and in-depth discussion 
» Better review process that will improve your paper 
»  Delay of 1-2 years in the publishing process 

• Special issues are faster (6-12 months) 
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Where Publish? 
• National conferences? 

– How much did you learn from national conference papers? 
– They typically have very low impact 
– Much less expensive than an international conference 
– Useful to train young researchers in writing papers and 

performing public presentations 
– Useful to meet your national colleagues 
– But always write it in English 
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Where Publish? 
• Know your research field 
• Know the orientation of each journal and conference: 

– Theoretical contributions / Applications and system papers? 
– Incremental advances / Ground-breaking novelties? 

• Which are the best journals and conferences in you field? 
– Good papers that you have read 
– Ask your supervisor and colleagues 
– Journal and conference rankings 

 

• My advice: submit to the best places you can 
– It is more likely that you will get good and useful reviews 
– If rejected, listen to the reviewers, improve it, and try again 
– If you tried in a good place, you can always retry in an easier one 
– But don’t point too high, try to be realistic about your possibilities 
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Journal Rankings: JCR – Impact Factor 
• JCR: Journal Citation Reports  

– www.accesowok.fecyt.es   Acceso WOK  Select a Database  Journal Citation Reports 

– Systematic review of journal impact and influence 
– Measures yearly the number of citations to journal papers made 

in other journal papers and a few conferences 
– Used as standard reference by Spanish quality agencies: 

ANECA, ACPUA,... 

• Impact Factor: average number of cites per year: 
cites in year x to recent papers in the journal 

                  recent papers in the journal 

recent = published from year x-2 to x-1  (impact factor)  
              or 
              published from year x-5 to x-1  (5-year impact factor) 

http://www.accesowok.fecyt.es/
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 Cites in the same year 

Median of cite’s age 
Indicates long-term 

journal influence 
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Journal Rankings: JCR – Impact Factor 
• Impact factor varies a lot between research fields, and 

between years 
– Examples of maximum IF: 

» Robotics (2009): 2.090 ; (2010): 4.095 
» Computer Science: Software Engineering (2009): 3.750 
» Biology (2009): 12.916   

• Better analyze the position within the subject category 
» Example: Quartile Q2 in Biology 

           or  Position 24/76 in Biology 

• You may add other significant values 
» Example: Position 3/76 in Cited Half-life in Biology 

• Used as standard reference by most evaluation agencies 
in Spain: ANECA, ACPUA,... 

– For researcher accreditations and incentives 
– For institutional evaluations 
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Other Journal Rankings 
• Eigenfactor: http://www.eigenfactor.org/  

– Based on the PageRank algorithm used by Google to rank web 
pages 

– Imagine that a researcher goes to the library and selects a 
journal article at random. After reading the article, the researcher 
selects at random one of the citations from the article, proceeds 
to the journal that was cited, selects an article at random in that 
journal and repeats ad infinitum. 

– With probability 1-α  (typically α = 0.85) the researcher gets 
bored and jumps to a random article.  

– The amount of time spent with each journal gives a measure of 
that journal’s importance.  

• SJR: SCImago Journal Rank   http://www.scimagojr.com/  
– Also based on PageRank, with slightly different implementation 

details 

http://www.eigenfactor.org/
http://www.scimagojr.com/
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Open Access Publishing 
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Open Access Journals 
Three schemes 
• Open access journals  

– Don’t charge readers for accessing the papers 
– Authors pay the cost of publishing  

» Range:      $0 - $5000 / paper  
» Typical: $300 - $1200 / paper 

• Mixed Journals  
– Charge readers for accessing the papers 
– But authors can pay to give free access to their papers 
– Example: most IEEE Transactions  www.ieee.org/open-access 

• Traditional Journals 
– Some allow to post on the author’s website the accepted version 

of their papers, not the final version (ex: most IEEE Journals) 
– http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/paperversionpolicy.html 

http://www.ieee.org/open-access
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/paperversionpolicy.html
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Open Access Journals 
• Scientific publishing is moving to open access 

– More that 50% of new research in available free online 
– US government 2013: all papers developed with public funds 

should be of free access in 12 months 
– EU Commission 2014: will require free access within 6-12 

months 

• Directory of Open Access Journals: http://www.doaj.org/ 
– Lists OA journals with good practices 
– 10K journals in 2013 

• Publish in OA journals? 
– Most offer very fast reviews 
– Some are junk: no serious review process 
– Some are scams: just trying to get author’s money 
– If not ranked in JCR, forget about them! 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.doaj.org/
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Conference Rankings 
• Spanish evaluation agencies tend to ignore conference 

papers, unless you proof they are exceptionally good 
• SCImago Journal Rank includes some conferences, 

allowing to compare their impact with journals 
• Computer science ranking: 

– http://www.core.edu.au/ 
» Ranks: A*, A, B, C 

 

• If everything else fails, low acceptance rate (<=30%) can 
be an (unreliable) indicator of conference quality 

 

http://www.core.edu.au/
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Further Information 
• J. Freyne: Relative Status of Journal and Conference 

Publications in Computer Science, Communications of 
the ACM 53(11): 124-132, Nov 2010. 

– Emphasis in publishing in conference proceeding could hurt CS 
researchers in evaluations based on ISI web 

– Leading conference proceedings compare favorably to mid-
ranking journals (comparing their impact with Google Scholar) 

– The commonly held view that conference rejection rates are a 
good proxy for conference quality did not hold up to scrutiny in 
this study. 
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4. How Much? 
• In Spain, researchers are periodically evaluated: 

– “Acreditación” to get a lecturer or professor position 
– “Sexenios de investigación”: Salary incentives every 6-year  
 

• Evaluation agencies: 
– CNEAI: Comisión Nacional Evaluadora de la Actividad 

Investigadora (Sexenios) 
– ANECA: Agencia Nacional de Evaluación de la Calidad y 

Acreditación (Acreditaciones) 
– ACPUA: Agencia de Calidad y Prospectiva Universitaria de 

Aragón (Acreditaciones) 
– .... 
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How are researchers evaluated? 
• Publications is always the most important part 
• “Acreditación” (ANECA), in technological areas: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    **Estimated values, use them at your own risk 

» First value: number of very good JCRs: Q1 or highly cited 
» Last value: number of standard JCRs: Q2-Q4 

 Ayudante 
Doctor 

Contratado 
Doctor 

Titular 
Universidad 

Catedrático 
Universidad 

Research Experience  60% 60% 50% 55% 
  - Publications 47% 37% 30-35% 30-37% 
  - Research Projects 9% 12% 7% 10% 
  - Patents & Know.Transfer  6% 4-9% 5-12% 
  - Other research activities 4% 5% 4% 3% 
Teaching Experience 21% 30% 40% 35% 
Academic Formation 14% 8% 5%  
Managing and Other 5% 2% 5% 10% 
Acceptance Threshold 55% 55% 65% 80% 
 
Typical # of JCR papers 
required in Technology ** 

 
 

2-3 

 
 

4-6 

 
 

6-10 

 
 

12-20 
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How are researchers evaluated? 
• Sexenios de Investigación (6-year periods): 

– Salary incentive based on a 6-year research period 
– If you miss one, it’s gone forever 
– Used as requirement in many other places. Some examples: 

» 1 to be PhD advisor or member in a PhD jury 
» 2 to be member of an accreditation committee for Assoc. Prof. 
» 3 to be member of an accreditation committee for Full Prof.  

 

• Evaluation is mostly based on your 5 best results: 
– Should be 5 Patents or Articles in JCR journals in good positions 
– In technology, 2 good JCRs (Q1-Q2) + conferences is usually 

enough 
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How to measure author productivity? 
• Quantity 

– Number of Publications 
» But there are too many conferences and journals that nobody 

reads  
– Number of Publications in JCR Journals 

» From 1989, when sexenios started, the number of JCR 
papers written in Spain has increased dramatically 

» But their impact has not grown at the same pace 

• Quality 
– Number of Publications in the best JCR Journals (Q1-Q2) 

» But the IF measures the average impact of a journal, not the 
true impact of a paper or a researcher. 
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How to measure author impact? 
• Number of Citations 

– A single paper with many citations does not reflect a sustained 
scientific production 

– Survey papers can easily distort the result 

• H-index:  
– A h-index of h means that a researcher (or group of researchers) 

has published h papers that have >=h citations each 
– Does not favor neither prolific authors with low impact, nor 

isolated papers with many citations.  
– Adequate to compare researchers of the same age, institutions or 

countries, within the same discipline 
– Easy to obtain with SCI o Google Scholar (Very different values!) 

» J.E. Hirsch: “An index to quantify an individual's scientific research output”, 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 102, no. 46, 16569–
16572, November 15, 2005 
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How to have scientific impact? 
• Work on an interesting problem 

– If nobody knows the problem, nobody will read about it 
– Try to find the “hot topics” in your research area 
– But it is harder: let a good idea sleep for 6 months, and there are 

good chances that someone else will publish it. 

• Do good work 
– Don’t get worried, get busy 
– Write down your results, a good report will become a good paper 
– Submit papers to good conferences and journals 
– Persevere, persevere, persevere 

• Talk about it 
– Attend and present at good conferences. Discuss with people. 
– Do research stays in good labs. Write joint papers (6 months). 
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Country Ranking (SCImago, 1996-2013) 
• Spain: #10 in number of Papers, #11 in Citations 

» Source: SCImago country rankings, 1996-2010, all areas 
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Country Ranking (SCImago, 1996-2013) 
• Spain-Computer Science: #10 in Papers, #11 in Citations 

» Source: SCImago country rankings, 1996-2010 
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Country Ranking (SCImago, 1996-2013) 
• Spain: #20 in Citations per Paper: avg = 15,08 

» Source: SCImago country rankings, 1996-2010, all areas 
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Country Ranking (SCImago, 1996-2013) 
• Spain-Computer Science: #24 in Cites/Paper: 7,97 
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Country Ranking (SCImago, 1996-2013) 
• Scientific production in Spain: left: all areas, rigth: Comp.Science 

 

Cites per Paper Cites per Paper 
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Shanghai University Ranking (2014) 
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Shanghai University Ranking (2014) 
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Shanghai University Ranking (2014) 
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Shanghai University Ranking (2014) 

http://www.shanghairanking.com/es/index.html 
 

http://www.shanghairanking.com/es/index.html
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5. Useful tools 
• ISI Web of Knowledge: http://www.accesowok.fecyt.es/  

– Access paid by Spanish Ministry of Science 
– Covers mainly papers and citations in JCR journals.  

» Also includes some other journals and some conferences 
– Web of Science / Science Citation Index 

» Find papers by author, journal, years,... 
» Citations, h-index 

– Journal Citation reports 
» Analyze journal Impact by title or category 

 
 

http://www.accesowok.fecyt.es/
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Useful tools 
• Google Scholar:  http://scholar.google.es/  

– Free access 
– Covers journals, conferences and other web documents  
– Very useful to: 

» Find papers by author, publication, years,... 
» Find citations and h-index 
» Find papers containing certain words or phrases 

• In the title 
• Inside the paper 

» Download the papers!! 
 

 

http://scholar.google.es/
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Useful tools 
• Publish or Perish:  http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm  

– Free program, front-end to access Google scholar data 
– Same coverage than Google Scholar  
– In addition, very useful to: 

» Obtain and compare the production of several researchers, 
total citations, h-index, and several other metrics. 
 
 

 

http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm
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Useful tools 
• SCImago:  http://www.scimago.es/  

– Free access 
– Based on Scopus citations database (not free) 
– Covers journals and some good conferences  
– Very useful to: 

» Compare journal impact using SJR (based on PageRank) 
» Compare scientific production by countries or regions 
» Institution rankings by scientific production 

 
 

 

http://www.scimago.es/
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Useful tools 
• MS Academic:  http://academic.research.microsoft.com/ 

– Free access 
– Tries to compete against Google Scholar, but less coverage 
– Still quite unreliable  
– Useful to: 

» Draw nice graphs (co-authors, citations,...) 
» Compare scientific production by institutions 
» Reading the context of each citation 

 
 

 

http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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How to find quality indicators 
• For Journal papers: 

– Use ISI web: JCR & Science Citation Index 
– Add Google Scholar citations 
– Relative ranking (Q1 or 13/512) is better that absolute IF=0.9 

• For conference papers 
– Search in conference rankings 
– Find citations in ISI web and Google Scholar 
– For recent papers obtain citations/year 
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Examples - Journals (data of Nov-2010) 
• Ilarri S., Mena E., Illarramendi A.: Location-dependent query processing: Where we are and where 

we are heading, ACM Computing Surveys, 42(3):1-73, Mar 2010 
– JCR Journal, position 1/92 in Computer Science, Theory & Methods, IF = 7.667 
– 1 citation in Google Scholar (excluding self-citations) 

 
• Civera J., Davison A.J., Magallón J.A. and Montiel J.M.M.: Drift-free real-time sequential 

mosaicing, Int. Journal of Computer Vision, 81(2): 128-137, Feb 2009 
– JCR Journal, position 4/103 in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence, IF = 3.507 
– 8 citations in Google Scholar (excluding self-citations) 

 
• Gutiérrez D., Serón F.J., López-Moreno J., Sánchez M.P., Fandos J., Reinhard E.: Depicting 

procedural caustics in single images, ACM Transactions on Graphics, 27(5), Dec 2008 
– JCR Journal, position 2/93 in Computer Science, Software Engineering, IF = 3.619, 
– 1 citation in ISI web (excluding self-citations) 

 
• Ezpeleta J, Tricas F, Garcia-Valles F, Colom J.M. : A banker's solution for deadlock avoidance in 

FMS with flexible routing and multiresource states, IEEE Trans. on Robotics and Automation 18(4): 
621-625, Aug 2002 

– JCR Journal, position 11/49 in Automation and Control Systems, IF = 1.048 (year 2002) 
– 39 citations in ISI web (average of 4.33 citations/year) 
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Examples - Conferences (data of Nov-2010) 
• Civera, J., Grasa O.G., Davison A.J., Montiel JMM : 1-point RANSAC for EKF-based structure 

from motion, IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, IROS 2009, 
pages 3498-3504. 

– 12 citations in Google Scholar (average of 6 citations/year) 
 

• Laura A. Clemente, Andrew Davison, Ian Reid, José Neira, Juan D. Tardós, Mapping Large Loops 
with a Single Hand-Held Camera, Robotics Science and Systems, Atlanta, GA, USA , June 2007 

– Conference ranked A* in http://www.core.edu.au/ 
– 102 citations in Google Scholar (average of 25.5 citations/year) 
 

• Fabra, J; Alvarez, P; Banares, JA; Ezpeleta, J:: A framework for the development and execution of 
horizontal Protocols in open BPM systems, Proceeding of Business Process Management, 4102: 
209-224, 2006 

– Conference ranked A in http://www.core.edu.au/ 
– 12 citations in Google Scholar (average of 2.40 citations/year) 

 
 

 
 

http://www.core.edu.au/
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Assignment #1 
• Find the best journals and conferences in your area of 

interest 
– If you still don’t have a defined research field, select the research 

line of your Department that you find more attractive.   
http://webdiis.unizar.es/POPinformatica/doctorado/lineas.htm 

• For Journals: find the IF and the SJR. For the best ones, 
try to find their orientation: surveys, incremental, ground-
breaking, theoretical, applications, system papers?,... 

• For Conferences: find their position in conference 
rankings, acceptance ratio, orientation, periodicity, the 
next deadline and the next location. 

• Build a summary table and stick it close to your desk 

http://webdiis.unizar.es/POPinformatica/doctorado/lineas.htm
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Assignment #2 
• Try to find the most influential works and the “hot topics” 

in your area of interest 
• What researchers and labs are more active and more 

relevant? 
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Take-Home Messages 
• Don’t forget that reason #1 for publishing is contributing 

to the advance of knowledge 
• Researcher evaluation is heavily based on publications 

and patents 
• Current trends seem to be: 

– Value paper quality instead of quantity 
– Value patents and knowledge transfer 

• Before publishing, think about patenting it 
• Submit to the best conferences and journals you can 
• Know you research field 

– Read many good papers 
– Learn how to use the available tools 
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Next Talk (next week, same hour) 
 
Publish or Perish, Part II: How? 
1. The publishing process 
2. How to write a paper? 
3. How to write a review? 
4. How to write a rebuttal? 
5. Ethical Issues  

• Authorship, Plagiarism, Salami slicing, Conflicts of interest,... 
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